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Together with Fairwood India, ATS UK is now en route to
the establishment of a unique public-private partnership
to develop a clean transport system for the ancient city.
Expected to start by January ‘11, the first 7km of elevated
guide-way was approved at a meeting of India’s Punjab
Infrastructure Development Board. Given “Right of Way”
and funded through equity and debt at a 50: 50 ratio, the
initial PRT network will be constructed directly over the
congested streets of Amritsar - offering citizens, students,
professionals and tourists uninterrupted mobility.
After the successful launch of the Heathrow UK system this summer, India is preparing to become the
second nation to boast ULTra Personal Rapid Transport service. Media reports say that the total track
length will eventually be 24km, featuring eight stations, and that the max trip time would not be more
than five to eight minutes; the highest speed the vehicles will initially travel is noted to be 30 km/hour.
As is the case at the world’s 5th busiest airport, the empty pods will wait at off line at stations, available
for one or multiple passengers, including those with wheelchairs, shopping carts or bicycles. Punjab
officials confirmed the system as highly energy saving, silent in nature and pollution free and has
proposed to set the fare per passenger at 20 Rupees (or about $0.40 USD). To further make the PRT trip
more “rapid” and convenient, planners are making sure that all ticketing will be made automatic.
Continued Page 2

LETTER FROM CHRISTER

Burning Money - US Public Debt, Oil Import and Sustainable Transportation

The US has an expected total net import of petroleum products of approximately $250
billion in 2010; a large portion of which is being used to transport vehicles (and people).
Considering that the efficiency of the internal combustion engine is at about 20%, the
result is an extremely inefficient use of energy to transport your heavy vehicle - plus your
body and cargo - we can say, without exaggeration, that most of that $250 billion will
literally be burned up into the atmosphere ~ for nothing.
If we add to the fact the issues and effects of accidents, pollution and CO2, we have to start asking ourselves
if we are behaving in a responsible and sane way with our transportation policies. It is clearly evident to
most top academics, artists, activist and environmentalists that the case for looking into high speed rail,
automated transit systems, podcars and high quality bicycle paths has never been more convincing.
Although the transformation of the automobile into higher efficiency cars by using batteries and other ideas
is a positive trend, the extremely slow pace of energy storage development and the high market price for
new generation electric cars create further evidence and incentive for us to focus on true
sustainable transportation using renewable energy and allowing for better land-use policy.
The US public debt increased by $500 billion dollars in 2010. Lowered use of imported oil
could be one of the several ways of solving US (and global) finances over the long term.
I am confident that through teamwork and ingenuity, together with the triumphant will of
the US spirit, we have a fighting chance to do make a tremendous difference in how the
world moves its people and goods - so lets work together in finding opportunities and
ways out of burning money, and oil ~ for nothing.
~ Christer

INDUSTRY UPDATE: Minnesota Ponders PRT
In the United States, the fifty states play minor roles in transit development. For the first time,
one of them is taking a hard, official look at PRT. It is in the Heartland state that bears an image
of good governance and independent politics and home of Prairie Home Companion and Lake
Woebegone -- Minnesota
State governments – whether in Albany or Carson City – all have their own departments of
transportation (or DOTs) that may or may not have a transit division. Even if it does, the role of
the governor and state legislators is secondary in transit plans and projects.
In contrast, the politics of mass transit in large cities revolve very much around Federal policies
and programs. The support of local Congressional delegations is critical. Analysis and funding are
through the FTA (Federal Transit Administration). Unions and party politics play hard and heavy.
Minnesota has taken an active stance towards PRT/podcars, although still without financial commitments. The Raytheon-Chicago RTA venture of
the 1990s took place without initiative from Springfield, Illinois’s capital. Another “almost” is West Virginia University, owned and governed by the
State, which shoulders a minor share of funding for WVU’s PRT.

Heartland Hardiness
Often feeling neglected by the East and West coasts, America’s Heartland sees itself as different. From Texas to Ohio and from
Kansas to Wisconsin, minds like the landscape are more level. Attitudes are more cautious; the thinking is more practical.
Much of Minnesota’s population and cultural life are concentrated in the Twin Cities. In late 2009 the head of MnDOT took a
leading role in a program of “proactively exploring a role for PRT”, which was described as promising but not a magic bullet.
Taxi 2000 proposed that the small city of Winona become a center of PRT technology. Interested locals looked to St. Paul for
funding.

Steve Raney addresses the
room in Minnesota

The critics were many. “Where’s the common sense?” challenged one Winona journalist. An anti-PRT blogger immediately
declared MnDOT’s innovative thinking a “boondoggle”. Minnesota has a long history in PRT, starting with Ed Anderson’s early
work at UMinn (which had patents granted to it) and then Taxi 2000’s launch in 1983. Jpods has roots there, as does
Minnesota PRT and rumors of a fourth developer, PRT Partners. Continued on Next Page

Top Story Continued

Amritsar (Punjabi translation: The Pool Of Immortality) is a city located in the mountainous
northwestern part of India, nearing the border with Lahore, Pakistan. The 2001 Indian census
reported the population of the city to be over 1,500,000, with that of the greater region
numbering just over 3,695,077.
It is home to the Harmandir Sahib, also known as the Golden Temple, and is the spiritual and
cultural center of the Sikh religion. This important Sikh shrine attracts more visitors than the
Taj Mahal, as it has more than 100,000 visitors on week days alone and is the number one
destination for non-resident-Indians in the whole of the country.
According to the Times of India, Sukhbir Singh Sandhu, managing director of PIDB said:
"This is a private and innovative project and Punjab is lucky to be the second place after
Heathrow international airport in London. The company studied Agra, Gurgaon and Amritsar
after going through various aspects like traffic congestion and finally favored Amritsar."

They also report that Financial Commissioner and Principal Secretary, Transport and Civil
Aviation, Sameer Mathur said that the state government has now asked the company to
provide comprehensive details regarding the technology used in operating ULTra PRT, its
performance parameters and safety aspects, stating:
“Definitely it is an interesting concept and we would be open to it. Though it has not been tried
and tested at a full scale yet, ULTra PRT is a pretty futuristic thing,’’

And says Transport Commissioner, Anand Mohan Sharan:
“It is an environment friendly system and a green solution to congestion caused by vehicles used
for local commuting. The pod car in fact is like a personal cab which is demand responsive to
users and transports them anywhere within the track network directly and without any stops.
Stations are off line allowing the pods to by pass them, thus reducing the travel time.”

It is one thing to build PRT at a privately planned site, such as an airport, but all eyes will undoubtedly be on Amritsar India as it take the bold move to bring PRT into its dense city.
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Industry Update Continued

MnDOT PRT UPDATE
MnDOT early this year called for expressions of interest in a program “to advance PRT”. Director of Technical
Support Mukhtar Thakur heard “extreme opposition”, It was “vicious”. Still by the May deadline, five public and
fifteen private entities responded.
Just last week MnDOT held a PRT Workshop at a downtown Minneapolis hotel. Commissioner Tom Sorel,
MnDOT Division Director Tim Henkel and other officials made opening comments, and Thakur summarized the
twenty submissions. Henkel led a policy discussion; keynote speaker was Curt Johnson, an urban advisor now
affiliated with Citistates Group.
For additional perspectives, we turn to a short summary prepared by ATRA observer Joe Lampe:
“It was an long and intense day. The primary benefit is that many people new to PRT were overwhelmed
with substantive data from many credible sources, and the audience-interactive format gave attendees a
sense of ownership in the topic and have their contributions and questions valued and respectfully received.
It was not a one-way "lecture only" format.
The highlight of the day was a statement from hard-core transit user Jeff Brown who said he "has given
up" and will buy a car this fall. His tale of woe from a user's perspective completely crushed the credibility of
earlier comments from Met Council Transit Director McCarthy and Rep. Frank Hornstein who repeatedly
proclaimed how "wonderful and excellent" the transit system is, and that they "want to protect what works"
and not gamble on something unproved like PRT.
By any definition, the present system DOES NOT WORK and is a farce in terms of service and economics.
Ridership mode share of 2.5% proves the point. It does not meet the needs of the public, who "vote" by
using their cars.”
~ Joe Lampe

Minneapolis Personal Rapid Transit Map Legend (a Concept Plan)
Submitted by former Council Member Dean Zimmermann
Comments or questions can be directed to the author:
Dean Zimmermann deanzimm@comcast.net 612-207-1319
The map above shows a plan for a 68 station PRT system serving downtown Minneapolis and some
high density housing area to the south. The PRT Web Area would serve the densest housing area in
the entire State of Minnesota.
(Continued Page 9)

(From Top: Curt Johnson, Thoman Sweet, Hornstein, Elkins, Henkel,
Mukhtar Thakur & Laurie McGinnis, Tim Henkel, Tom Sorrel)
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SPEAKER PROFILE Ingmar Andreasson
Ingmar Andreasson, PhD, is a guest professor and director for the Centre for Traffic Research at the
Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm. Their current research relates to simulation modeling
of road traffic with cars, trucks and buses.
His involvement in traffic and transit goes back to the early 70’s when he managed Volvo
Transportation Systems developing bus network planning (VIPS) and computerized taxi fleet
management. Later as a marketing director for Volvo Bus Corporation he initiated turn-key bus
transport and BRT systems for developing countries.
Dr Andreasson's engagement in Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) started in 1990 when he was asked by a
Swedish government research agency to evaluate the pros and cons of PRT. To that end he developed
the generic PRT modeling suite "PRTsim" which has since been applied in numerous PRT feasibility
studies in Europe, Middle East and Asia.
During the 1990’s, Dr Andreasson directed a cross-discipline thematic research program on Advanced
Transit Systems at Chalmers University. This program included passenger behavior studies, city
planning, ridership modeling and socio-economic evaluation. His own contributions in PRT systems
includes
strategies for ride sharing, dynamic routing, empty vehicle management, “platooning”,
synergies with mass transit, implementation strategies and ridership effects.
Dr Andreasson holds five patents in PRT systems design and control. As a consultant he advised Vectus
during their early stages of development. He is president of LogistikCentrum AB, vice president of the
Advanced Transit Association (ATRA) and director of ATRA Europe.
In summary, during his 40 years as a transport professional he has researched various transport modes:
car traffic, taxis, mass transit and PRT along with their impacts and interactions.
For this publication, Dr Andreasson was asked to describe the Swedish PRT efforts from his perspective;
& this was his reply:

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
“Sweden has a long history of interest in PRT since the first Gothenburg studies in the
1960’s, since then followed by over 20 feasibility studies for Swedish cities.
During the last few years the Swedish Institute for Communication Analysis (SIKA), under its
general director Kjell Dahlstrom, has been an important driving force. Mr Dahlstrom has
been commissioned by the government to map interest and suitability among various
Swedish cities for the first subsidized PRT system. 29 cities initially showed interest and
they have since been reduced to three finalists: Stockholm, Uppsala and Sodertalje. It is
now up to the Swedish Transport Administration to negotiate and select the site for the
first PRT system. PRT is competing with other infrastructure investments and maintenance
needs. At the time of this writing, the outcome remains open.
Meanwhile Sweden has become an important home for PRT consulting, control software
development, PRT systems development, testing, verification and authority certification. At
the same time, public debate has engaged and divided politicians, experts and media.
Sweden has a window of opportunity now but may very well lose it if no decision is taken
b e f o r e
t h e
e n d
o f
t h i s
y e a r . ”
~ Ingmar Andreasson

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT: PODCAR “101” Primer
On Wednesday, Oct 27 at 3pm in the Martin Luther King Library* in downtown San Jose, there will be a Podcar 101 primer for journalists,
investment brokers, financial analysts and others who want a quick objective overview of the podcar concept and its commercial potential.
It will allow them to benefit more from the 2-day Podcar City: San Jose conference (Oct. 28-29) that follows. Pre-registration is necessary.
Personal rapid transit has roots back to the 1960s when public and private programs to develop it first emerged. Podcar 101 will deliver PRT
in a Nutshell – in an information packet and 55 minutes of presentation drawing from ATRA (Advanced Transit Association) expertise explaining the market context in which podcars must compete (by Larry Fabian of Trans.21) and the parameters of podcar design and operational
modalities (by Peter Muller of PRT Consulting). Different business models for PRT services will be explored (by Jeral Poskey of Google).
Continued Next Page
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Conference Announcement Continued

Podcar 101 will be of interest to members of the press, academia, industry analysts,
engaged citizens and others who seek to assess for themselves the potential of PRT.
Conference attendees can participate for free; students and single-day attendees can
register for Podcar 101 for an extra $20. Others not attending PCCC4 can enroll with
credit card at www.advancedtransit.net for $55 (ATRA and IST members $35)
For complimentary student and press registration, contact lfabian@airfront.us.
____________________________________________________________________
* The MLK Library is jointly owned by the City and CSSJ University. It is a short walk from City
Hall at the southeast corner of 4th and E. San Fernando Sts. From the Grand Lobby, go upstairs
by elevator or escalator. The primer will be in the southern end in rooms 225-229.
Members of ATRA pose for a pic after a recent meeting

NEWS BRIEF:

The Fresno Examiner | Transportation

What is the Public Transportation Infrastructure Study (PTIS)?

Excerpts from an article by Alan Kandel
August 4, 2010

“Streetcars for downtown and Personal Rapid
Transit for Fresno State under consideration”
Meetings were held Aug. 2nd at the Tower Theatre and Aug. 3rd at the
Greater Fresno Area Chamber of Commerce to introduce to meeting
attendees downtown streetcar study particulars, several specific aspects of
which many in attendance then voted on in anonymity.
Key representatives of Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., the concern
conducting the “Downtown Streetcar Feasibility Study,” were on hand to
present to the audiences a PowerPoint presentation detailing route and
technology options primarily, for a proposed downtown streetcar service.
Public input was sought regarding streetcar technology and alignment
options, etc.
Experts were present to answer questions, address concerns and listen to
audience comments and suggestions. The streetcar in the broader context
of promoting downtown economic development is the study’s main driver
or impetus...
From “Personal Rapid Transit – could it work for Fresno?” in the same
FastTrack Fresno County Summer 2010 newsletter, “A study of Personal
Rapid Transit (PRT) technology has been underway for the past year to
determine what sites may be suitable for this high-tech futuristic travel
system in the year 2035 or beyond.”
PRT is a transit system consisting of individual vehicles using a fixed
guideway and provides direct service from origination to destination stations. There is no stopping at intermediate points or stops and those can
be bypassed. In comparison, protocol on a typical streetcar line dictates
that a stop is required of each streetcar at each designated station or stop
along the way. This obviously isn’t the case with PRT.
“The [Kimley-Horn] study team is finalizing a detailed planning study of
the [Fresno State] campus PRT system, looking at trip patterns, system
operations and order-of-magnitude capital and operating costs for the conceptual system. Based on these results, other prospective sites in the
Fresno area will be assessed for future PRT feasibility,” the FastTrack
Fresno County newsletter article noted.

The Public Transportation
Infrastructure Study (PTIS)
is exploring how people
travel in Fresno County, so
that by 2050 there will be
more
opportunities to
travel by bus, by bike or
by foot. The PTIS will help
Fresno County identify
ways to:

•
•
•
•
•

Reduce urban sprawl
Decrease traffic congestion
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions
Improve air quality
Preserve agricultural land

Why Now?
• Fresno County’s population is projected to grow to 1.9
million people by 2050. This growth will increase traffic
congestion on our roadways and highway system.
• Fresno County’s major growth pattern is low-density and
widely spread geographically. This pattern has consumed
prime agricultural land and increased the number of miles
residents drive each year, a major contributor to greenhouse
gas emissions.
• Fresno County does not meet several of the air quality
standards in the Federal Clean Air Act or the California Clean
Air Act and must satisfy federal requirements to bring the
county into attainment
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INDUSTRY NEWS: THE WAY TO SAN JOSE (and all of Silicon Valley)
San Jose International Airport, now known as Mineta
in honor of former USDOT Secretary Norman Mineta, is
unique in many ways.
It strives for convenience, low fares and state-of-theart convenience. Less than 4km from downtown San
Jose, it was opened in 1965.

Terminal B and Solar-Decked Garage
Last June the first half of new Terminal B opened with
high-tech chairs with USB ports. It was designed by
Gensler to provide dramatic sunlight space featuring
lots of public art. The original facility dubbed C was
closed. Start-up went smoothly and the public seems
to enjoy the facility joking about the hands that
emerge from the ground as welcoming public art.
Terminal A opened in 1990 when traffic was 7.1 million
and American Airlines dominated. Today top carriers
are Southwest and Alaskan. Traffic grew through the
first half of that decade, so by 2008 it was 9.7m. The
end of that year was hit hard by the financial crisis, as
much traffic is generated by the high-tech
powerhouses of Silicon Valley, so that is not that high
today.
Trying to be green, officials are investing $6 million in
solar panels atop a new car rental garage. Low bidder
for the panels was a Canadian company. Second was a
Southern California firm. Third was the Arizona
subsidiary of a German company.
To rectify such loss of local dollars, last March
California exempted “green-tech manufacturing” firms
from the Golden State’s high sales tax. A local Novato
firm, Integrated Power, designed and engineered the
project.

SJIA’s Airfront
An airport isn’t just runways, terminals and parking.
There is a larger airfront commercial district that may
include hotels and meeting/expo halls, logistics and
just-in-time manufacturing. This complex generates
significant traffic, both local and access to and from the
region. Mineta has regional transit stations at an arm’s
length from the main terminal.
In 2000 Santa Clara County approved plans to extend
the BART heavy rail system from San Fancisco’s airport
50km sotuh to San Jose. Wording mandated that
Mineta be better connect to LRT and commuter rail.
Initial studies estimated that a conventional APM
would cost over $600 million, leading officials in 2008
to take interest in an PRT option that might cost less
and do more (i.e. serve more destinations and with
taxi-like service).
The Network options are not fully defined yet the
technology feasibility is included as part of the process.
By Larry Fabian
Trans.21 Boston
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EYE ON SAN JOSE: Taking the LEAD!
In this EYE on San Jose segment, we take an inside look at two forward thinking and
progressive organizations that are re-imagining, re-investing and re-shaping today’s
Valley: Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network & the Silicon Valley Leadership Group
— Here is some Bio graphical information, shared in their own (web) words.

In 1992 a group of visionary people decided the best way to solve problems was to create a neutral forum, bringing together leaders from
business, labor, government, the universities, and the non-profit sector to think outside the box and build creative solutions. Today, Joint Venture
is dedicated to promoting climate-friendly activities that help our local economy and improve quality of life in Silicon Valley, such as:
Climate Prosperity - The Silicon Valley Climate Prosperity Council brings together leaders and programs from throughout our region and across
multiple sectors to address climate change while growing our local economy. The initiative will be guided by our Green-print, and will provide
coordination among new and existing economic development and environmental initiatives.
Climate Protection - Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network is convening a public – private partnership to help local government agencies identify
greenhouse gas reducing technologies and provide leadership in their communities.
Disaster Preparedness - In the event of a regional emergency, business as usual won’t be good enough for Silicon Valley. Getting our economy
firing again, quickly, will required unprecedented levels of planning and cross-sector collaboration. Joint Venture is working to provide it.
Sustainable Buildings - Building on Joint Venture’s historical work with the business, development, and government communities to achieve
uniformity in local building codes, we are engaged in a project to address buildings and the built environment. We provide tools, training, and
resources that industry, the counties and the cities need to successfully move toward sustainable buildings and development practices.

At Joint Venture’s annual State of the Valley conference in 2007, former vice president Al Gore issued a challenge to Silicon Valley:
Invent the technologies needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and blaze a path the world could follow to long-term sustainability. Joint
Venture’s board of directors took up the challenge, launching local climate protection programs and partnering with other organizations to
support the growth of the Valley’s clean and green tech sectors. Joint Venture’s 2008 Index of Silicon Valley was expanded to include new
measures of the Valley’s innovations in clean technology and its progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
In 1977, David Packard asked a number of his fellow CEOs to join in creating a proactive voice for Silicon Valley
businesses. The result was the formation of the Silicon Valley Manufacturing Group (SVMG), which has successfully
tackled some of the toughest challenges facing high-tech employers and their employees. SVLG was thus founded on the
premise that local employers should be actively involved in working with government to find innovative solutions to
issues like transportation, housing, permit streamlining, education, and the environment.
Few business-related organizations carry the prominence or the sway of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group.
Economically, SVLG has become a cornerstone of the Valley; collectively, its members contribute more than $1 trillion to
the global economy, an amount equal to the gross national product of Italy.

Mission
The Silicon Valley Leadership Group is organized to involve principal officers and
senior managers of member companies in a cooperative effort with local, regional,
state, and federal government officials to address major public policy issues affecting the economic health and quality of life in Silicon Valley.

Vision
It is SVLG’s vision to ensure the economic health and a high quality of life in Silicon
Valley for our entire community by advocating for adequate affordable housing,
comprehensive regional transportation, reliable energy, a quality K-12 and higher
education system and prepared workforce, a sustainable environment, and
business and tax policies that keep California and Silicon Valley competitive.
7

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT: WVU spends $8 million on PRT updates
According to University sources in late July:
West Virginia University’s Personal Rapid Transit will have its operating system updated
throughout the next five years. The updates will aim to make more PRT vehicles available to
students and increase its reliability.
"We’ve put $7 (million) or $8 million into (the project) so far," said Hugh Kierig,
director of Transportation and Parking at WVU. Most of the money has come from
the Federal Transit Administration, he said. The Administration issues grants to states
and organizations to improve their transportations systems. A portion of the funding
came from fees generated by the University through student fees”, he said.
Currently, the money has been used to replace a portion of the PRT’s boiler systems and to
keep up with normal maintenance, Kierig said. Additional remodeling will include guide-way
heat pipe repair, painting the maintenance facility on Beechurst, replacing windows on the
maintenance facility, installing an uninterruptible power supply at the Walnut Station,
repairing stairs at the Walnut Station and repairing the concrete heat system in the test loop
at the Maintenance Facility, said Arlie Forman, associate director of the PRT.
“The University is waiting on funding from additional federal
transportation grants to pay for more expensive portions of
the project, such as installing an automatic train control
system and onboard computers”, he said.
“The University submitted its application for funding on
August 19”, Kierig said. WVU will be competing with other
transportation projects around the country for the funds.
"We’ll have some idea in the next two months whether we
received all of the grants we applied for or just a portion of
them," Kierig said.
He added the reason parts for the PRT are so expensive is due
to the uniqueness of the transportation system.
"There aren’t any companies that
make parts for the PRT," Kierig said.
"The parts have to be designed specifically to fit our operating constraints."
Overall, total costs to upgrade the
PRT are projected to be $92.8 million, he said.
The PRT has been in service since
1975, and its 73 cars are built on
Dodge truck chassis, according to
WVU’s transportation and parking
website.
Both the vehicle control and
communications subsystem as well
as the propulsion system are still
analog and have seen little change
since construction in the 1970s.
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GUEST SPEAKERS

(the list of Guest Speakers will continue to grow in coming months and is subject to change up until the event, please visit our website for details)

Rod Diridon
Chuck Reed
Hans Larsen
Carl Guardino
Russell Hancock
Kjell Dahlstrom
Magnus Hunhammar
Ingmar Andreasson
Catherine Burke
Austin Smith
Alan R. Talansky
Cindy Chavez
David Holdscroft
David Little
Doug Payne
Hal La Flash
Steve Westly
Rongfang (Rachel) Liu
Bo Olsson
Ignacio Barandiarán
Jim Daisa
Jeral Poskey
Hans Lindqvist,
Christer Lindstrom
Yvonne Blomback
Steven Perliss
Ron Swenson
Ian Ford
Lawrence Fabian
Will Ackel
Crista Lopes
Laura Stuchinsky
Jacob Roberts
Steve Raney
Peter Muller
Sonal Ahuja

Executive Director, Mineta Transportation Institute, San Jose
Mayor, San Jose California
Director, Transportation Department City of San Jose
President, Silicon Valley Leadership Group
President and CEO, Joint Venture: Silicon Valley Network
former Director General SIKA Institute, Sweden
CEO, Institute of Sustainable Transportation
Professor, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
Professor, University Southern California
Associate Director, Arup
Senior Vice President of Development, EBL&S
Executive Director, South Bay AFL-CIO Labor Council
PRT Project Manager - BAA
Principal - Lea+Elliot
Executive Director - Solar Tech
Director - Pacific Gas & Electric
Managing Director - Westly Group
Associate Professor - New Jersey Institute of Technology
Director of Research, Swedish Rail
Principal - Arup
Senior Project Manager - Kimley-Horn & Associates
Google
former member European Parliament / KOMPASS Chairman
Executive Director, International Institute for Sustainable Transportation
Stockholm County Transportation Board
Chair, Automated People Movers Committee, ASCE/Principal, Lea + Elliott
Board of Directors, Association for Studies of Peak Oil and Gas
Advanced Transit Association
Transportation Planner / Trans.21
Computer Programmer / Advanced Transit Association / Federation for the Blind
Professor, Information & Computer Sciences at U. of California / ENCITRA
Sustainability Officer, San Jose Department of Transportation
Managing Partner, Connect Ithaca, LLC.
Founder, Cities21 / ULTra PRT
President, PRT Consulting, Inc.and Advanced Transit Association
Director International Development, Technology Transport / CAPITA SYMONDS

PODCAR CITY: SAN JOSE PROGRAM (updated August 18, 2010)
Wednesday.27
3.00

Podcars 101 with Larry Fabian of Trans.21 ($20.00 fee)
This pre-conference tutorial will offer a primer on Podcars for journalists, investment brokers, financial analysts
and others who want a quick overview of the podcar “phenomenon.” PRT has roots back to the 1960s when
commercial efforts first emerged. Podcar 101 will deliver PRT in a Nutshell – in an information packet and 55
minutes of presentation drawing from ATRA (Advanced Transit Association) expertise explaining the market
context in which podcars must compete (by Larry Fabian of Trans.21) and the parameters of podcar design and
operational modalities (by Peter Muller of PRT Consulting). Different business models for PRT services will be
explored (by Jeral Poskey of Google)

4.00

Press Conference and Early Registration at San Jose City Hall

5.00

Opening Reception at The Tech Museum. (Open to Registered attendees and dignitaries)
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Thursday Continued...

Thursday.28
8.00

Registration. Breakfast in City Hall Rotunda. View Exhibits

9.00

Welcoming Remarks from Mayor Chuck Reed

9.15

Setting the Context: Three Perspectives on Podcars
Yvonne Blombäck, Member of the Swedish Green Party & Stockholm Transportation Board
Carl Guardino, Member of California Transportation Commission; CEO & Pres. of Silicon Valley Leadership Group
Rod Diridon, Sr. , Executive Director, Mineta Transportation Institute; Member of California High Speed Rail Authority

10.15

The First Generation: Lessons Learned | Moderated Panel & Discussion
Cutting the Ribbon at Heathrow | BAA/ATS
Masdar City: Zero Emission Metropolis | 2 Getthere/CH2MHill
From Uppsala to Suncheon City | Vectus PRT
Hospital Rovisco Pais | Critical Move

11.25

Networking Break - Meet the Exhibitors in the Rotunda

12.00

LUNCH at San Jose State University Ballroom

“San Jose: Building Sustainable Cities of the Future”
Speaker: Steve Westly, Managing Director of The Westly Group, a clean technology-oriented venture
capital firm, and former California State Controller
1.30

BREAKOUT SESSION I
● The Next Generation: Podcar Projects in Development
Council Chambers
A number of communities around the globe, including the United States, are seriously evaluating the
possibility of building a Podcar system to meet a wide variety of needs. The participants on this panel will
describe why and how they decided to pursue a Podcar system, what benefits they believe it offers, what
challenges they have already encountered and anticipate, and what strategies they are pursuing to
overcome those challenges.
● Building a Large-Scale Podcar System: Control System Alternatives
Meeting Room A
There are a number of technical challenges in building a city-wide or large Podcar network. This session
will address alternative approaches to the design of the control system for managing a large fleet of
vehicles moving simultaneously. What are the issues that must be addressed in this complex task? How
do you design an initial system that can be expanded later?
● Podcars and Traditional Transit--Complement or Competition?
Meeting Room B
A common obstacle to implementation of Podcar systems is the perception that Podcars will compete
with traditional transit systems for limited riders and funding. How can Podcar systems be designed to
complement and enhance ridership and revenue for traditional rail systems? Where might they work at
cross purposes? How can we grow the pie, rather than compete, to meet our common objectives? How
will Podcar systems affect transit operators and users?

3.00

Break (Coffee/tea snacks in Rotunda)

3:30

BREAKOUT SESSION II
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Friday Continued..

● Context Sensitive Design
Council Chambers
How can you design an elevated transit system that blends into the urban environment and wins public
acceptance. What’s the best way to approach this issue from a design and engineering perspectives as well as
public engagement.
● Financing Podcar Systems | Public and Private options
Meeting Room A
What federal funding might be available to support the design and construction of podcar systems. In what
circumstances and stage of Podcar development would private equity firms find financing such systems of
interest? What are different financing models that could be used to fund the development and operation of Podcar systems and what are the pros/cons of each? What lessons can be learned from other transit and capital
construction projects?
● Modeling Podcar Systems: Ridership and System Operations
Meeting Room B
This session will consider how to effectively model mode split and system operation of Podcar systems. What
approach or factors need to be consider in developing good models. Where do existing models work and where
might they fall short.
5.00

Break and view exhibits

6.00

Dinner at San Jose State University Ballroom
***********************

PUBLIC EVENT
● Exhibit in Rotunda opens to the public
● Podcars: Making the Transition from Concept to Reality
Council Chambers
A panel presentation and discussion about the first generation of Podcar projects
Cutting the Ribbon at Heathrow | BAA/ATS
Masdar City: Zero Emission Metropolis | 2 Getthere/CH2MHill
From Uppsala to Suncheon City | Vectus PRT
Hospital Rovisco Pais | Critical Move
************************
Friday.29
8.00

Breakfast & View Exhibits

8.30

BREAKOUT SESSION III

● Standards and Standardization, US and abroad
Council Chambers
Application of regulatory and safety requirements to PRT systems is critical to any authority having jurisdiction over
such an installation. Currently, there are PRT installations being implemented in other countries to codes and
standards that may or may not necessarily be accepted by authorities within the United States. This session will
focus on 1) what codes and standards have been used on other PRT applications outside the US; and 2) how these
standards might be compared and then equally applied to the requirements that are currently accepted within the
US automated people mover or other transit industry.
● Podcars and Smart Growth
Meeting Room A
In what circumstances can Podcar systems facilitate new land use and transportation opportunities, particularly
TOD developments. How can we maximize the value of this more flexible transit technology to enhance existing
transit systems and build more sustainable communities?
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10:15

BREAKOUT SESSION IV
● Renewable Energy & Podcars
Council Chambers
One of the attractions of Podcars is its potential to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions. One way Podcars
accomplishes this is by making transit more effective. Another could be powering the system via renewable
energy. This session will explore some of the cost/benefits of employing renewable energy at this stage of the
game and when and how the trajectory of these two emerging technologies would likely converge.
● The Human-Technology Interface
Meeting Room B
How might technology be used to help passengers easily navigate an automated transit system? How will passengers know what to do when they arrive at a station? How will security be handled? How will payment be
made? Could passengers use cell phones and PDAs to schedule a vehicle in advance of arriving at a station? Will
digital information change in relation to the language spoken by the user?
● Procurement Issues and Opportunities
Meeting Room A
A procurement workshop is being held at the PRT@LHR conference in London in September. It will focus on
the many unique challenges PRT presents for procurement: especially as the technology is only now beginning
to have systems in passenger service (Morgantown is an exception to this). These challenges include 1) an
owner being committed to a technology for expansion or extension, when they might only be purchasing a
small portion of their system initially, 2) (potentially) new signaling system requirements , 3) determining/
defining applicable codes and standards, 4) local procurement regulations, and 5) how to specify a PRT system.
This session will present the outcome of the workshop for further discussion.
11.45

Break for Lunch | Final Opportunity to See Exhibits

1.00 Plenary Session | What Will it Take to Launch Podcar Systems in the US and Globally?
A moderated panel with high-level experts discussing the technical, financial and policy challenges that must be
overcome to realize the potential of this technology. What strategies could be employed to overcome those hurdles? How might we work together to achieve that goal? Are there different strategies that will need to be pursued in the US versus Europe, Asia or South America?
2.30 Concluding comments
**********************************************************************************************************************

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION INFORMATION
ATTN: Early Bird Registration for Attendees extended to September 24th, 2010
● Full conference - 'Podcar 101', Opening Reception, Dinner, Lunches and all tracks
•Member of ATRA, ASCE, ULI, Kompass, City/County/State/Federal staff & officials, University employees - $320 Dollar
•No affiliation as above - $450 Dollar
● Limited conference - For students and general public - No 'Podcar 101', no food or Opening Reception
•Students, General public - $50 Dollar (A maximum of 25 registrations accepted before September 24th)
● Day one - October 28 only (incl. lunch & coffee) - $165 Dollar
● Day two - October 29 only (no food) - $90 Dollar

Registrations after Early Bird Rates end Full conference - Opening Reception , Dinner, Lunches and all tracks
• Member of ATRA, ASCE, ULI, Kompass, City/County/State/Federal official, University and College Faculty and employee - $550 Dollar
• No affiliation as above - 690 Dollar
• Exhibitor, PRT system CAT 1 - $1300 Dollar/2 full registrations included, large booth+Podcar
• Exhibitor, PRT system CAT 2 - $1800 Dollar/1 full registration included, large booth+Model
• Exhibitor, PRT system CAT 3 - $1700 Dollar/1 full registration included, large booth
• Exhibitor, consultant or other non-PRT manufacturer, large booth - $1600 Dollar/1 full registration included
• Exhibitor, consultant or other non-PRT manufacturer, small booth - $1300 Dollar/1 full registration included
● Students, General public $50 Dollar (Limited conference - No food or Icebreaker - On basis of availability )
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PCCC4 EXHIBITORS

SOLAR QUEST

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

OUR LIST OF PRESENTERS IS GROWING,
OUR EXHIBITION SLOTS ARE FILLING UP
& SPONSORS ARE CLIMBING ON BOARD

DON’T BE LEFT OUT OF THE ROOM!
EARLY BIRD RATES HAVE BEEN EXTENDED
FOR ATTENDEES, EXHIBITORS & SPONSORS
WWW.PODCARCITY.ORG/SANJOSE
for more information about Podcar City 4
VISIT:
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PRESENTERS

SPONSORS
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